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ENDURING A TOUGH 
CHILDHOOD AND 
ADOLESCENCE

The life settlement industry, still less than two 

decades old, has definitely endured a tough childhood 

and adolescence.

The industry survived a perfect storm in late 2008 

and early 2009 when the financial crisis froze credit 

markets and changes to life expectancy and mortality 

tables altered pricing models. With investment capital 

sidelined and life expectancy norms up for debate, the 

industry joined the rest of the economically crippled 

financial services industry – and waited for relief.

Just a few years earlier, the industry was riding high, 

but perhaps some of its success had been over-inflated 

due to a rise in so-called STOLI sales arrangements.  

Stranger Originated Life Insurance were an economic 

boom for some within the industry, but others viewed it 

as a ticking bomb.  

Investors and agents essentially paid individuals to 

take out individual life insurance policies which would 

then be sold after the two-year contestability period 

expired.  Such arrangements (some would say offered 

nefariously) stood on questionable legal ground but 

drove up sales for many brokers and providers until the 

practice was challenged by insurance companies and 

later ruled illegal by regulators.

The settlement industry was just finalizing how to police 

itself regarding STOLI transactions when the economic 

storm struck.  Needless to say, the industry spent 

parts of 2009 and 2010 retrenching and recapitalizing, 

thankfully to emerge as a more sophisticated provider 

of financial options for seniors and retirees.
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Working oddly in the industry’s favor is the overall 

weakness of the U.S. economy and the stress and strain 

it placed on seniors.  Citizens in their 60s, 70s and 

80s were whipsawed by the Great Recession.  Home 

prices fell by a third – or more.  Stock portfolios halved.  

Incomes were shaved.  All these factors hit seniors 

who were on the brink of retirement, and for some, 

eliminated the chance of retiring anytime soon.

Financially displaced retirees triggered further collateral 

damage to baby boomers, already harboring recent 

graduates unable to find work.  More than one out of 

eight Americans aged 40-60  is both raising children 

and caring for a parent. Boomers intertwined as part 

of the sandwich generation face many previously 

unforeseen economic challenges, but looking ahead to a 

possible life settlement could pay-off for those willing to 

think creatively.

The life insurance settlement industry anticipates a 

surge in life settlement transactions during the next 

two  decades, due in large part to the imminent baby 

boomer retirement crisis. The 78 million-strong boomer 

demographic  is the most insured generation of all time, 

yet a vast majority of life insurance policies never reach 

maturity. Most boomers with life insurance may feel 

tempted to terminate coverage in favor of trimming 

multigenerational household budgets. However, keeping 

a policy until one’s 70s with the intention of selling it 

in return for a life settlement delivers more return on 

investment than virtually any standard savings account 

and corresponding interest rates.

A recent study by Wells Fargo found 

that a growing number of workers 

plan to postpone retirement until they 

reach their 80s  – pushing back the so-

called Golden Years a full decade. 
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The effects of the Great Recession still linger today.  

Some housing markets have rebounded but prices 

are nowhere near 2008 levels.  The stock market has 

recovered but only after four years of lost growth.  

Wages have remained stagnant, and those who lost 

their jobs faced longer periods of unemployment than 

younger generations.

A recent study by Wells Fargo found that a growing 

number of workers plan to postpone retirement until 

they reach their 80s – pushing back the so-called 

Golden Years a full decade.

At the same time, life insurance agents feel more 

pressure than ever, facing shrinking earning capacity as 

the retail sales environment continues to change.

More consumers are removing agents from the 

equation when purchasing insurance coverage. Recent 

studies show more Americans now prefer to purchase 

life insurance online, through the mail or by phone. 

Three quarters of Americans between the ages of 

25 and 44 select the Internet as their first choice for 

buying life insurance, according to a recent study 

performed by LIFE Foundation and the Life Insurance 

Market Research Association.  Though 64 percent of 

consumers continue to purchase life insurance from an 

agent, the number is fast declining.  In 1996, more than 

80 percent of policyholders purchased insurance in 

person. Capitalizing on a rising trend in direct consumer 

sales,   Walmart recently launched a pilot program in 

200 stores to sell prepaid life insurance policies, which 

consumers can buy alongside their clothes, milk and 

wiper blades and without talking to a traditional agent. 

Life settlements also have become a 

new area of focus for estate planning 

attorneys as well as wealth managers.
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As we outlined in our last whitepaper “How Life Insurance 

Can Save Your Retirement,”  life settlements provide 

an opportunity for baby boomers, seniors and the 

professionals who cater to them.  For some, a normal 

retirement may be out of reach, but for others, life 

insurance and life settlements may provide an answer.

With estate tax uncertainty, many tax attorneys are 

regularly reviewing life insurance coverage for clients.  

Tax laws are in a state of flux and knowing that life 

settlements are an option in the future makes it 

somewhat easier to plan.  

Today, many wealthy individuals have to decide whether 

or not to purchase large life insurance policies to pay 

estate taxes that may or may not be in effect in the 

future. Knowing that life settlements offer another 

option for liquidating life insurance, if necessary, in the 

future can assist with the financial planning process.

Wealth managers have shown increasing interest 

in life settlements in recent years.  From a practical 

standpoint, life settlements enable clients, who no 

longer wish to pay premiums, with an option to recoup 

some of their “investment” in life insurance premiums.  

From a business standpoint, when a wealth manager 

recommends a life settlement, the proceeds are likely 

placed under management with that advisor, and 

become part of the commission stream. 

In our own study (performed for The 

Lifeline Program by ICR), we found that 

baby boomers and seniors appear to be 

taking a second look at their life insurance 

policies as an alternative financial solution 

to paying for retirement.

The manger can then invest the proceeds on the 

client´s behalf.

Since we published our last whitepaper, research firm 

Conning International  completed a new study of the 

industry which stated that the market potential for life 

settlements is more than $200 billion per year.  The study 

also suggests that demand may increase due to fallout 

from the recession and persistent high unemployment.  

Increasing numbers of retirees are considering how they 

are going to generate income in retirement.

LIFELINE STUDY

55% of baby boomers are concerned they will have 
to work past the age of 65.

29% would consider selling a life insurance policy 
for a portion of the face value to fund their 

retirement.

79% felt financial planners and insurance 
professionals should be informing 

policyholders about life settlements as a financial option.

76% say people over 65 years old should have life 
insurance
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THE LIFE SETTLEMENT
PROCESS, EXPLAINED

The prospect of applying for a life settlement can 

seem daunting to many — even seasoned agents and 

financial advisors can find the process and paperwork 

— along with the particular rules and regulations of 

each state — a challenge to navigate. 

Working with an experienced and knowledgeable life 

settlement provider can make the process as painless 

and expedient as possible for you and your clients.

Briefly, here are the stages of a life settlement, 

along with their approximate timeframe — which 

characteristically takes 10-15 weeks total — and an 

explanation of how the application process works.

Communicating the steps in this process to your client 

when first discussing the option of a life settlement 

will make a smoother and more efficient transaction. 

The more informed you are as an advisor, the more 

comfortable your client will feel throughout the life 

settlement process.

Step 1
The first and most important step is determining 

if a life settlement is right for your client, and 

how it matches up to his or her circumstance. For 

those seniors who have been adversely affected 

by the economy over the past several years, a life 

settlement can enable them to pay their daily 

expenses. It can even make the difference between 

some clients keeping their homes or losing them. 

For other clients who are financially better-off, a life 

settlement allows them to live their golden years as 

they dreamed, with the travel, vacations, recreations 

and luxuries that they worked so hard their entire 

lives to enjoy. And for your higher net-worth clients 

who may be over-insured, it gives them – and you 

– the opportunity to use the fresh infusion of cash 

for opportune and prudent investments as part of 

your overall financial strategy for them and their 

families.

Something important you’ll want to consider is many 

if not most of your senior clients may otherwise 

let their insurance policies lapse, for a number of 

reasons. For example, if children have grown and/or 
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a spouse has passed, then the need for life insurance 

may be diminished. Circumstances may now make 

paying a monthly premium difficult if not impossible 

for other clients. Seniors tend to simply stop paying, 

and attain nothing from all the money they invested 

in their policy. Even a surrender payment from the 

insurance company is characteristically far lower in 

value than a life settlement. 

The key is listening carefully to these clients, 

determining their wants and needs, and then 

evaluating from a number of factors whether a life 

settlement is the most beneficial course for them to 

take. Your essential role in this process also helps 

cement your relationship with your clients, and 

further enhances your reputation as their “go-to” 

proactive financial services professional.

Step 2
Once you’ve determined that a life-settlement is the 

right course of action, a settlement provider will ask 

you to complete an application with your client and 

provide a few required documents.

Step 3
The life settlement provider collects all further 

and necessary documentation including physician 

statements, illustrations and copies of the policy 

itself. Since this stage involves cooperation with 

medical records departments and doctor’s offices, 

this can take up to two weeks or more.

Step 4
Once a settlement provider receives all documents 

needed for a settlement application, it determines 

a settlement value and makes an offer to the policy 

owner. Determining the price of an offer depends on 

several factors, especially the health of the policy 

owner. 

This next step confirms the acceptance of an offer. 

At this time, insurance policy change of ownership 

and contracts are forwarded to the policy owner 

or you, their representative, for review and final 

signatures. This means the offer has been accepted 

and a “closing package” has been created. If the offer 

is declined, the case closes. This stage can take one 

to three days.

Step 5
Step five is the notification stage. Signed documents 

are returned to the settlement funding organization 

and then sent to the insurance company to record 

the change in ownership. Since there can be lag 

times on the insurance carrier’s end, the total time 

for this processing is 10-20 days.

Step 6
The ownership and beneficiary changes are verified 

and recorded and settlement funds are wire 

transferred into the account designated by the policy 

owner. This stage typically does not take very long 

after the verification documents have been sent by 

the carrier.
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HOW TO START OFFERING 
LIFE SETTLEMENTS TO YOUR 
CLIENTS

Life insurance settlements offer  agents the opportunity 

to help their over-insured clients evaluate the asset 

value of whole, universal and convertible term life 

insurance policies.  In the right circumstances agents 

earn commissions when policyholders cash out by 

selling the policies to provider companies.  Particularly 

the elderly, sick or retirees with changed personal and/

or medical circumstances often have pressing needs for 

cash within their portfolios.

Here are some tips on how to start offering life 

settlements to your clients.

1.  
Run the Numbers for Your Agency 

 Insurance agents can envision their roles in the burgeoning 
life settlement business and get started with an estimate of the 
potential, based upon the number of agents, a review of potentially 
eligible policies in their database and a reflection on the personal 
circumstances of key policyholders.  A simple spreadsheet 
calculation example indicates twelve agents, each converting an 
average one $500,000 policy per month at 2-4 percent commission 
may mean as much as $3 million additional agency revenues per 
year.

2.  
Reflect on Your Potential Market 

Seniors 65 or older with at least $250,000 in life insurance 
coverage, or younger policyholders with shorter life expectancy, 
are prime candidates. Your initial client consultation would 
determine if their estate planning factors have changed, making 
current life insurance policies unneeded or burdensome.  A life 
settlement appraisal requires you to complete a simple application 
and obtain permission to access the policyholders’ medical records. 
Life insurance settlements have become an increasingly viable 
financial option in recent years for several reasons.   
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First, baby boomers represent the best-insured generation of 
all time.  Many boomers purchased life insurance to protect 
spouses and children or for estate tax reasons.  If a husband 
purchased a life insurance policy to financially protect his 
wife and children, for example, the policy may have become 
unwanted or unneeded once the children have grown or if the 
marital status has changed. Recent changes in estate tax law 
have made some life insurance purchased for that purpose 
unnecessary. 
 
Another reason for life settlement’s growing popularity is 
that the elderly insured simply need cash.    It’s an open secret 
that many Baby Boomers have little or no retirement savings 
set aside.  Prior to life insurance settlements, unneeded or 
unwanted insurance often lapsed and most of the value of the 
policies was lost.  When their clients express updated needs 
such as these, agents can turn to life settlement companies 
currently looking for individuals with policies that match these 
traditional circumstances.

3.  Integrate Life Settlements  
into Your Product Mix 

 As with life insurance, equities and other financial services, 
agents who decide to offer life settlements will likely undergo an 
orderly process to fully understand the products and processes, 
train and install metrics  and build relationships with settlement 
partners.   
 
 

This process can include:

•	A review to determine agent potential, construct a 
management plan and set financial targets that result in 
the agent’s final decision to engage.

•	Training and education in life settlement products and a 
formal integration strategy with the agent’s other products 
and services, complete with tactics, a timeline and metrics 
to evaluate progress.

•	Initial contact with the agent’s database, prioritizing 
customers with the greatest potential needs, leveraging 
marketing materials and resources to target specific 
niches.

4.  
Build Your Own Settlements Network 

 Once agents have made the decision to offer life settlements to 
their policyholders, they sign a letter of intent with a settlement 
partner, undergo training and begin to contact top priority 
clients to submit applications. 
 
From the agency standpoint, life settlements become an 
important integrated revenue source.  In addition to the 
commissions earned, the process opens opportunities for new 
life insurance policy sales or alternatives such as estate planning 
with the same clients.  Today there is limited competition as 
agents are just awakening to the demographic goldmine of 
Baby Boomers.  However, in the medium term, life settlements 
can also help counterbalance life insurance cycles and provide 
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ANSWERING KEY 
QUESTIONS ABOUT 
LIFE SETTLEMENTS

Q.  
How much will a life settlement 
provider pay for a policy?

A. 
 The Conning Research & Consulting 2011 study on life 

settlements found the average life settlement is 20 percent of the 
policy face value. However, settlement offers vary substantially 
depending on a policyholder’s life expectancy and premium 
costs.  Typically, the shorter a policy seller’s life expectancy is 
and the smaller his or her premium costs are, the larger the 
settlement value grows.  For example, if an 80 year-old woman 
owns a $1 million life insurance policy and has a 10-year life 
expectancy she may be able to  expect to receive a $200,000 
settlement.  However, if that same woman has a shorter life 
expectancy of only five years and has already paid the majority 
of the premiums on her policy, her settlement value can 
increase to $450,000.  
 
After a policyholder receives a life settlement, the provider 
finances the premium payments until the policy seller dies and 
redeems the full face value. A shorter life expectancy means 
the provider pays premiums during a smaller time period. The 
fewer costs associated with holding an active policy, the more 
cash a provider can return to the policyholder. 

Q.  
When does a life settlement make the 
most sense?

A. National life settlement trade association Life 
Insurance Settlement Association (LISA) lists common 

reasons seniors sell their life insurance policies, including: 

•	A change in estate planning needs

•	The life insurance policy is no longer needed or wanted 

•	Premium payments have become unaffordable 

•	Changes in financial and life circumstances (such as 
divorce, financial hardship or death of a beneficiary)

•	The policy is about to lapse or surrender.

 
If a policy was purchased on a husband’s life to financially protect 
his wife and children, it may become unwanted or unneeded once 
the children are grown or if the marital status changes.  

Issues regarding estate tax regulations have also arisen recently.  
Many baby boomers purchased policies specifically for estate 
planning purposes.  Life insurance was very typically sold as 
a means to fund anticipated estate tax burdens on families.   
However, recent changes in the estate tax law have made some 
life insurance purchased for that purpose unnecessary.  
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If the policy was purchased to ensure the availability of funds to 
pay off a mortgage but the mortgage has since been paid, a life 
settlement becomes an option.

A policyholder also might wish to distribute the funds of his or 
her policy to family members and/or friends while living.

Q. Can’t I just surrender my policy to the 
insurance company for a payout?

The Conning 2011 study found the average cash surrender 
value is only 10 percent of a policy’s face value.  Another study 
conducted by the U.S. Government and Accountability Office 
in 2010, revealed consumers who sold their policies in a life 
settlement received an average of 700 percent more than if that 
same consumer had sold the policy back to the insurer for the 
policy’s cash surrender value.  

Q. How can clients use the money from a 
settlement?

There’s no limit on how clients can use cash from a settlement.  
One recent Lifeline client used settlement funds to buy cattle for 
her grandson’s farm.  Another client used his settlement to help 
pay for his ill mother-in-law’s at-home healthcare. 

If a policyholder’s personal financial situation has taken a 
turn for the worse, affording premium payments can become 
a challenge. In this situation, a life settlement provides an 
immediate cash influx to help pay for essential expenses and 
improve a policyholder’s lifestyle.  Policyholders can use 
settlement funds to pay down loans or other outstanding debts.  

Seniors struggling with debt may be able to sell a policy and have 
cash to pay off credit cards, mortgages or other loans.  Reducing 
and eliminating debt is the first step toward financial freedom.

For decades, life settlements have helped policyholders pay 
healthcare expenses. Seniors afraid of burdening loved ones 
with health costs can use a settlement to finance pricey 
prescriptions, hospital bills and treatments.  Settlement market 
values increase on patients fighting serious illnesses.

With a settlement, a policyholder has the option to sit back and 
witness the joy his or her distributions bring others while he 
or she is still alive.  A policyholder can assess children’s and/or 
grandchildren’s needs and wants, and then allocate the funds as 
he or she sees fit. 

A life settlement can also make funds available for other 
investments, such as a lower cost survivor policy, single 
premium annuity for supplemental income, long term care 
insurance or other asset protection tools. A policyholder might 
also want to invest in more risky yet lucrative investments such 
as real-estate, stocks, bonds or a new business.

Policyholders of unneeded life insurance can take advantage 
of a life settlement to take a long-awaited vacation or to buy 
a luxury item never previously affordable. A life settlement 
provides the cash to do either or both, thereby allowing seniors 
to live their lives to the fullest.

Seniors desiring to leave behind a legacy of goodwill can use 
the funds from a life settlement to donate to his or her favorite 
charity or cause while he or she is still living.

CONTINUED >
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Q. What are the downsides of a  
life settlement?

Life settlements serve as an option for those policyholders who 
do not want or do not need their life insurance policies any 
longer; but a life settlement is not for everyone.  Before a client 
takes steps toward engaging in a life settlement transaction, it’s 
critical that an agent or financial advisor discusses potential 
consequences.  Life settlements are labor-intensive, multi-
month processes during which policyholders must be evaluated 
and submit medical records.  Most life settlement transactions 
take four to five months to complete.  Even after the transaction 
is complete, sellers must provide regular health updates.  

A life settlement does not work like an ATM machine. A 
settlement recipient and his or her family commit to a long-
term relationship with the settlement provider. A trained 
provider representative will regularly call to discuss a policy 
seller’s health status. 

In addition, we strongly recommend policyholders to seek 
the services of a professional tax advisor before accepting a 
settlement offer.  The IRS can consider some or all funds from 
a life settlement as taxable.  The amount recouped up to the 
cumulative premiums paid is usually tax free.  Additional 
money up to the cash surrender value option can be treated as 
ordinary income.  Any excess cash above the cash surrender 
value can be considered capital gains. Depending on a policy’s 
premiums, full face value, cash surrender value and state 
tax laws, the taxes on a settlement may outweigh its benefit.  

Knowing how much of a settlement is subject to taxes can 
significantly alter the numbers for an otherwise eligible and 
even ideal candidate. 

Another crucial consideration when exploring the option 
of a life settlement is the ability of the policy seller to obtain 
another life insurance policy in the future.  Depending on a 
policyholder’s age and health conditions, securing life insurance 
after a settlement may not be a realistic option.  This is probably 
the most compelling reason that life settlements should only 
be considered for those that no longer need life insurance 
coverage.

Q. Is the money I’m paying in premiums 
better off in a savings account?

Many life insurance term policyholders reach their term-limit 
in their 50s and 60s and face the choice of converting their 
policies into whole or universal coverage.  In a desperate last-
minute retirement catch-up environment, many people might 
be quick to terminate their policy and transfer income they 
once reserved for premium payments into savings. However, 
when the return-on-investment of a life settlement is stacked 
up against two average-performing savings accounts, the results 
might surprise you.

Lifeline tested an alternative retirement strategy, similar to a 
reverse mortgage, and based on the idea of converting a term 
insurance policy into permanent coverage for the sole purpose 
of a life settlement transaction. The figure above shows how 
two simple interest bearing retirement accounts hold up in 

CONTINUED >
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comparison to paying premiums in the same amount as a 
person would put into each of the competing instruments 
on a $1 million convertible term life policy. The term policy 
is converted to a whole life or universal at the end of the 
20-year term. The return on the life settlement outperforms 
both savings accounts by a wide margin, at least $50,000.  The 
Lifeline Program calls this the Reverse Insurance Policy Strategy 
(RIP Strategy).

Q. Does the agent earn a commission 
on a life settlement?

Agents benefit from settlements, as they continue receiving 
yearly commissions on the original policy.  As such, agents 
carry an ethical responsibility to be honest and forthcoming 
about disclosing all commissions and any other potential 
personal financial gain should their clients agree to a life 
settlement. 

Q. I’ve heard bad things about life 
settlements.  Are they really a good    

          financial move?

Consumers want to make educated decisions regarding the 
appropriateness of a life settlement, but many have been left to 
decipher whether or not life settlements are a sensible option 
based on mixed messages and exaggerated claims.

Only 10 percent of seniors rely on a financial advisor for 
financial advice.  More   seniors learn about life settlements 
from print media than any other source. 

Using the cash surrender value as a point of emphasis does 
not always resonate well with all consumers.  Seniors look to 
make the best decision and the one that feels good. Seniors 
trust themselves the most when making a financial decision.  
Messaging needs to focus on communicating “the option of 

a life settlement” to seniors, rather than the message that life 
insurance companies are taking advantage of seniors.  It’s 
important clients do not feel like they made a mistake when 
they initially purchased the policy from a trustworthy insurance 
carrier. Reposition life settlements as an option for “unwanted 
policies,” and avoid using terms such as “cash” and “lapsed.”

While sensationalized headlines portraying settlement 
providers as preying on desperate and unsuspecting grandmas 
might sell papers, the fact is, this is just not true.  Settlements 
have provided a legal and safe financial option to thousands of 
consumers for quite some time.  In 1911, Americans won the 
right to sell unneeded life insurance policies in a unanimous 
Supreme Court opinion penned by Justice Oliver Wendell 
Holmes, Jr.   In the 1980s, life settlements gained traction 
as financial relief for HIV/AIDS patients with life insurance 
policies.  As revolutionary advances in healthcare greatly 
improved the length and quality of life for patients diagnosed 
with HIV/AIDS, the industry shifted focus to patients suffering 
from cancer and other terminal health conditions.  Today, life 
settlements serve as a financial lifeboat for baby boomers and 
seniors concerned about affording retirement.

Life settlements are not for everyone, but for those who no longer 
need or want life insurance coverage, a settlement is likely the 
smartest option for the policyholder and the agent.  Funds from 
a settlement can drastically alter a client’s financial situation.  
Even for seniors who currently enjoy a financially prepared and 
comfortable retirement, a settlement returns more funds to the 
policyholder than a cash surrender or lapsed policy.  

CONTINUED >
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1. 50/60/70 

Clients at each stage of retirement planning offer an 

opportunity for agents. 

Here’s some guidance we call “50/60/70.”

 

50’s     Aside from the amount of life insurance coverage, 
people in their 50s should be carefully anticipating when their 
policies will mature.  If coverage will expire before age 70, they 
should consider buying the cheapest possible convertible term 
policy that will get them to age 70.  Don’t worry that it is not a 
permanent policy as it can be converted later and sold as a life 
settlement.

60’s     Policyholders in their 60s should review if the 
initial reasons to purchase the policies still exist. Spouse death 
or divorce often changes the need for protection or grown 
children lessen the need for insurance coverage.  The challenge 
is to keep insurance in force into their 70s while preserving 
the policy’s value as a sellable cash asset.  People this age in 
failing health may opt to appraise their insurance coverage 
immediately with a life settlement provider.

70’s     Elderly policyholders in their 70s or 80s often 
contemplate letting life insurance policies lapse because of 
huge premium increases.  This is precisely when they should be 
actively evaluating life settlement providers and weighing the 
relative benefits and optimal timing of selling while their in-
force policies are a liquid asset.

 

2. ECONOMICS OF A LIFE 
SETTLEMENT 
All agents should be able to communicate a consistent 

message about the option of a life settlement to 

consumers something, perhaps they cannot do without 

first understanding for themselves, all of the risks, costs 

and financial rewards for all parties involved. 

To better understand the costs of a life settlement offer 

for a provider, let’s evaluate a common example.

3. DISCLOSURE 
REQUIREMENTS ON THE RISE 
Most people pay into a term or whole life policy for 

years, sometimes hundreds of thousands of dollars, 

and then allow those same policies to lapse -- and the 

insurance company never pays out a penny.  

As economic times have gotten tougher, insurance 

regulators have taken notice of lapse and surrender 

rates and the tremendous economic losses that befall 

consumers.  In 2010, the National Council of Life 

Insurance Legislators decided to do something about 

it and passed The Life Insurance Consumer Disclosure 

Act  with the goal of helping consumers understand the 

alternatives to lapsing a policy.
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As most agents know, the insurance industry is 

regulated on the state level.  There is no “federal 

department of insurance” to dictate how the industry 

should be policed – it falls on the states.  On occasion, 

state regulators get together and tackle tough issues 

by creating “model acts” which are viewed as guidance 

for future state regulation.  Such acts don’t have to be 

followed by states, but they often are. Below is an illustration 

of provider costs for a settlement offer for an 80-year-old 

with a 10-year life expectancy and $1 million policy.

In this example, the settlement provider offers $200,000 to the policyholder.  If the life expectancy remains accurate, the total cost for the settlement 

provider equals $632,000 after 10 years.  But if the policyholder outlives the predicted life expectancy by just four years, the total cost at year 14 

equals $1 million.  With the cost now equivalent to the policy’s pay-out, the provider breaks even on the settlement.  If the policyholder outlives the 

life expectancy by eight years, the total cost at year 18 equals $1.5 million.  As you can see, the provider takes substantial risks. If the seller lives past 

age 98, then the provider loses $500,000.  What exactly do settlement provider “costs” cover?  Costs comprise: the offered settlement amount (in 

this example, $200,000), premium payments -- providers pay policy premiums for the rest of the policyholder’s life, underwriting costs, medical 

evaluation costs, administrative fees and tracking costs.

	  



BRIEFS

ALTERNATIVES 

In 2010, NCOIL created its consumer disclosure 

act which requires life insurance companies to 

provide written notice of alternatives to the lapse 

or surrender of life insurance policies, specifically to 

insureds who are 60 or older or who are known by the 

insurer to be terminally or chronically ill.

To date, Kentucky, Maine, New Hampshire, Oregon, 

Washington and Wisconsin are the only states that 

have adopted the disclosure act.  California has 

passed similar legislation and disclosure bills have 

been proposed in Florida and Georgia.

(a) 
 
accelerated death benefits available under the policy or as a rider to the policy;

(b) 
 
the assignment of the policy as a gift; 

(c) 
 
the sale of the policy pursuant to a life settlement contract, including that a life settlement  
is a regulated transaction in the state (as applicable); 

(d) 
 
the replacement of the policy pursuant to appropriate regulation; 

(e) 
 
the maintenance of the policy pursuant to the terms of the policy or a rider to the policy, or through life 
settlement contract; 

(f) 
 
the maintenance of the policy through loans issued by an insurer or a third party, using the policy or the cash 
surrender value of the policy as collateral for the loan; 

(g) 
 
conversion of the policy from a term policy to a permanent policy; and 

(h) 
 
conversion of the policy in order to obtain long-term care health insurance coverage 
or a long-term care benefit plan.



MORE ABOUT OUR 
SPOKESPERSON 
BETTY WHITE 
Since 2005, Betty White has served as the face 

of The Lifeline Program. We have been incredibly 

lucky to work with one of America’s most beloved 

comedians and an Emmy Award-winning actress. 

Betty’s efforts to raise awareness of settlements 

among baby boomers and seniors is unparalleled in 

our industry.

Take some time to explore this page and watch 

videos of recent campaigns with Betty. You can also 

view some recent media coverage of settlement 

industry founder and our CEO Scott Page.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON LIFE SETTLEMENTS, BETTY´S CORNER AT THE SOCIAL MEDIA SECTION IN 

OUR WEBSITE OFFERS FREQUENTLY UPDATED LIFE SETTLEMENT NEWS AND INFORMATIVE ARTICLES, AS 

WELL AS BEHIND THE SCENES PHOTOS, VIDEOS AND FAN CONTESTS FEATURING BETTY WHITE.  

ALSO CONNECT WITH US ON  

BROUGHT TO YOU BY


